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Abstract:
Mapping the complete functional layout of a cell and understanding the cross-talk between diﬀerent processes
are fundamental challenges. They elude us because of the incompleteness and noisiness of molecular data and
because of the computational intractability of ﬁnding the exact answer. We perform a simple integration of
three types of baker’s yeast omics data to elucidate the functional organization and lines of cross-functional
communication. We examine protein–protein interaction (PPI), co-expression (COEX) and genetic interaction
(GI) data, and explore their relationship with the gold standard of functional organization, the Gene Ontology
(GO). We utilize a simple framework that identiﬁes functional cross-communication lines in each of the three
data types, in GO, and collectively in the integrated model of the three omics data types; we present each of
them in our newFunctional OrganizationMap (FOM)model.We compare the FOMs of the three omics datasets
with the FOM of GO and ﬁnd that GI is in best agreement with GO, followed COEX and PPI. We integrate the
three FOMs into a uniﬁed FOM and ﬁnd that it is in better agreement with the FOM of GO than those of any
omics dataset alone, demonstrating functional complementarity of diﬀerent omics data.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Genes and their corresponding protein products underlay the functioning of the cell. While dedicated studies
allowed us to understand the chains of molecular interactions that lead to speciﬁc biological functions, such as
biological pathways described in KEGG database [1], we lack models capturing the whole functional organi-
zation of a cell stemming collectively from all data types [2]. Among many model organisms, yeast is the most
commonly used in systems biology, due to the ease of its experimental manipulation [3], [4]. Thanks to the
advances in capturing technologies, large amounts of complex molecular data have been produced for yeast,
including its complete genome [5], the complete set of its open reading frames [6], [7], and large scale omics
data from genetic, genomic, proteomic, transcriptomics, and metabolomic studies [8], [9], [10], [11].
Among these data, we focus on protein-protein interactions, gene co-expressions and genetic interactions.
Proteins perform their functions through binding to other molecules. Protein-protein interactions encode the
pairwise bindings between proteins, as captured by methods such as yeast two hybrid [12], [13], or aﬀinity
capture coupled with mass spectrometry [14]. Also, the expression of a gene can be measured over time with
experiments such as RNAseq [15]. When the expressions of two genes are signiﬁcantly correlated over time,
such genes are said to be co-expressed. Finally, two genes are said to genetically interact when a double mutant
shows a signiﬁcant deviation in ﬁtness compared to the expected multiplicative eﬀect of combining two single
mutants [16], [17]. Negative interactions represent a more severe ﬁtness defect than expected, with the extreme
case being synthetic lethality, while positive interactions represent a less severe ﬁtness defects than expected.
To understand functions of genes, these diﬀerent omics data are modelled by networks, where nodes repre-
sent genes and two nodes are connected by an edge if the two genes are known to interact in someway, e.g. via a
physical binding between the corresponding proteins. It has been shown that there exist relationships between
the wiring patterns in networks of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and the biological functions of proteins.
Proteins with similar functions and cellular locations tend to cluster together in the PPI network of yeast [18]
and several network-based approaches were proposed to predict the functions of proteins based on the “guilt
by association” principle, where the functions of proteins can be transferred with statistical conﬁdence to other
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proteins if they directly interact, or share common neighbourhoods [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. Also, it has been
shown that the functional similarities between proteins do not only depend on them being in the same local
neighbourhood, but also on the similarities of their interaction patterns independent of the PPI network loca-
tion [24] and that the number of functions of the proteins correlate with their degrees (numbers of neighbours)
in the PPI network [25].
Nowadays, approximately 90 % of yeast’s genes have some functional annotations [4], [26] and linking pro-
teins to their cellular functions has possibly been the most important contribution of yeast as a model organism
[27]. Yet, despite the abundance of biological and functional data, the functional organization of the cell re-
mains largely unknown. Diﬀerent molecular data are known to carry diﬀerent information about a biological
system [28], [29], oﬀering multiple views into the system [30], [31]. Because a single data type is likely to reveal
limited insight into the cell’s functional organization, combining multiple data types has a potential to yield a
more complete insight than those obtained from individual sources of data in isolation [31], [32]. Recently, data
integrationmethods were applied to predict protein function [33], to identify common genetic phenotypes [34],
and to predict the missing links in gene and disease ontologies [35], [36]. These motivated us not only to study
the cell’s functional organization from each molecular interaction dataset alone, but also to integrate them and
propose a uniﬁed functional organization model of the yeast’s cell.
1.2 Contribution
We make several steps toward describing and understanding the functional organization of the yeast’s cell,
using the three most comprehensive molecular interaction datasets: protein-protein interaction (PPI), co-
expression (COEX) and genetic interaction (GI) networks. First, we explore the relationships between these
interaction networks and the Gene Ontology (GO) annotations of the genes. We observe that PPI data, which
capture direct physical bindings between proteins, COEX data, which capture the regulatory processes that are
shared between genes, and GI data, which tend to capture indirect interactions often along alternative path-
ways [28], are only weakly functionally related with GO (Section 3.1). Second, we use a benchmark of fourteen
GO-derived biological functions and apply receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve analysis to quan-
tify the “separations” of these biological functions in each of PPI, COEX and GI data. The low areas under
the ROC curves that we obtained suggest that biological functions are not well separated in the “functional
space”, but are interlaced in each of the omics datasets, posing a question of identiﬁcation of lines of functional
cross-communication (see Section 3.2).
Hence,we build upon this observation andpropose a new simplemodel of the cell’s functional organization.
For a given dataset, we measure the strength of the communication lines between regions containing diﬀerent
biological functions. This results in a square matrix encoding the cell’s functional cross communication lines,
which we term functional organization map (FOM). We compute the functional organization maps for PPI,
COEX and GI datasets, and compare them to the reference functional organization map, that we compute from
the semantic similarities between the GO annotations of genes. We observe that the functional map of GI best
ﬁts the reference GO-based one, followed by the COEX and by the PPI map (see Section 3.2).
Because each of the three omics datasets captures a diﬀerent aspect of the cell’s functional organization, we
integrate the functional organization maps of COEX, GI and PPI network data into a single, uniﬁed, functional
organization map of yeast, which correlates the best with the reference GO-based functional organizationmap,
validating our data integration approach and indicating the complementarity of diﬀerent omics datasets in
capturing cellular functioning (Section 3.3).
2 Method
2.1 Data
In this study, we use the following three large scale molecular interaction datasets for yeast.
Protein–protein Interactions (PPIs). We use all the experimentally validated protein interactions from IID
database [37] (downloaded in June, 2016). We model PPI data as a network where nodes are proteins and two
nodes are connected by an edge if the two proteins can interact. The corresponding PPI network has 5723 nodes
and 108,484 interaction edges. In the PPI network, we measure the functional similarity between two proteins
with the overlap of their neighbourhoods, i.e., with Jaccard Similarity (JS), as was commonly done before [38]:
JS(𝑖, 𝑗) = (𝑛u� ∩ 𝑛u�)/(𝑛u� ∪ 𝑛u�), where ni is the set of the neighbours of protein i and nj is the set of neighbours of
protein j in the PPI network.
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GeneCo-expressionData (COEX).Weuse the large data set fromCOXPRESdb [39] (downloaded in January,
2016), where co-expressions of genes are uniformly normalized and integrated. In COXPRESdb, the similarity
between two genes is measured by the Pearson’s correlation of their expression proﬁles. We use the absolute
value of these correlation to measure the functional similarity in COEX dataset. To measure the overlap be-
tween PPI, COEX and GI datasets (Section 3.4), we need to represent COXPRESdb data as an unweighted,
undirected network (as PPI data are in that format), which we do by connecting a gene to its top 1 % most
co-expressed genes. The resulting COEX network has 4432 nodes and 151,510 edges.
Genetic Interactions (GIs). We follow the approach of Costanzo et al. [11], in which each gene is charac-
terized by a genetic proﬁle, which is the vector of the gene’s interaction values (based on the deviations of
their ﬁtness) with all other genes. GIs encode the similarity between the genetic proﬁles (e.g. if two genes have
similar genetic interactions with all the other genes), as measured by the Pearson’s correlation between their
genetic proﬁles. Here, we use the latest, most complete set of GIs from Boone’s lab [11]. We measure the func-
tional similarity between two genes with the absolute value of the correlations between their genetic proﬁles,
as we wish to capture both positive and negative correlations. To measure the overlap between PPI, COEX and
GI datasets (Section 3.4), we model GI as an unweighted, undirected network by connecting two genes by an
edge if the absolute value of the correlation between their proﬁles is ≥0.05 (the value suggested by Costanzo
et al. [11]). The corresponding GI network has 4746 nodes and 62,320 interactions. We also tested the two other
suggested thresholds, namely 0.15 and 0.2, but they produced smaller, disconnected networks, so we used the
threshold of 0.05.
Gene Ontology (GO) [40]. GO is the gold standard that is used to study functional organization in biolog-
ical networks [41], [42]. We use GO biological process annotations (from NCBI’s Entrez web-portal, accessed
in January, 2016) as a benchmark model of the cell’s functional organization, against which we compare PPI,
COEX and GI data. We measure the functional similarity between the GO annotations of two genes by using
the semantic similarity of the following type. There exist two types of semantic similarities. Node-based se-
mantic similarity deﬁnes the information content of a term as a function of its frequency of appearance in the
annotated dataset and measures the similarity between two terms according to their most informative ancestor
in the ontology [43], [44]. Edge-based semantic similarity only uses the ontology, directed acyclic graph, and
measures the similarity between two terms based on the shortest path between them, or based on the depth in
the ontology of their common ancestors [45]. We use Resnik (node-based) semantic similarity [44], because it
achieves higher and more consistent correlations with molecular interaction data than other approaches [46],
[47], [48].
2.2 Measuring theAgreements ofMolecular InteractionswithGO
To see how well the three above-described molecular interaction datasets correspond to the complete set of
known GO annotations of genes and their relations, we compare the functional similarities of genes in omics
data with those of GO. We measure the ﬁt between functional similarities using Pearson’s correlation coeﬀi-
cient, which measures the linear dependence between two functional similarity measures. i.e. it measures how
well one functional similarity measure can be expressed as a linear combination of the other one. Also, we use
Spearman’s correlation coeﬀicient, which measures less stringent monotonic dependence between the func-
tional similaritymeasures. Since the commonbelief is that largermolecular interaction similarity between genes
implies larger functional similarity between the genes, we are expecting molecular interaction similarities and
semantic similarity to be positively correlated.
2.3 Measuring the Separation of Biological Functions
We hypothesise that all biological entities exist in a multi-dimensional functional space [49], which is only
partially captured by the functional similarities of genes in a given molecular interaction data type. To measure
how separated biological functions in this space are, we use Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROCs) analysis
[50] between the functional similarities of genes in omics datasets (deﬁned in Section 2.1 for each omics dataset)
and the fourteen GO-derived functional groups, as deﬁned by Costanzo et al. [28] (these fourteen functional
groups are listed in Figure 1). The standard ROC analysis that we use is as follows. For each threshold θ∈[0,1]
of omics functional similarity, we compute four values as follows.
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Figure 1: An illustration of our approach for constructing a functional organization map for COEX data. Left: the 14 color-
coded functions that we use to group genes. Middle: a 2D embedding of the colour-coded genes (according to their func-
tion) based on COEX dataset (the larger is the absolute value of their co-expression, the closer are two genes in 2D space).
While the plot shows some functionally coherent regions, functions are heavily interlaced. Right: the functional organiza-
tion map (heat map) with hierarchically clustered functions. Blue means high omics functional similarity, i.e. low distance
between functions. Due to heavy interlacing of biological functions illustrated in the middle panel, the average functional
similarity of genes in one functional groups (measured as described in Section 2.1 for each of the omics data set) are not
high, hence we do not have a blue diagonal. Also, note that if the diagonal was blue, that would mean that the biological
functions are completely separated from each others, which is not the case in biology.
-- The number of true positives, TP, is the number of gene pairs having functional similarity ≥θ and their two
genes coming from the same functional group.
-- The number of false positives, FP, is the number of gene pairs having functional similarity≥θ and their two
genes coming from diﬀerent functional groups.
-- The number of true negatives, TN, is the number of gene pairs having functional similarity <θ and their two
genes coming from diﬀerent functional groups.
-- The number of false negatives, FN, is the number of gene pairs having functional similarity <θ and their
two genes coming from the same functional group.
The ROC curve plots the true positive rate, TPR=TP/(TP+FN), against the false positive rate, FPR=FP/(FP+TN),
over all θ. The Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) represents the probability that two randomly chosen genes
belonging to the same functional group will have a higher molecular interaction similarity than two randomly
chosen genes belonging to diﬀerent functional groups. For a given dataset, a large AUC means that the func-
tional groups are well separated in functional space deﬁned by the omics functional similarities (Section 2.1),
while a low AUC means that functional groups are interlaced (AUC = 0.5 is the expected result of a random
classiﬁer).
2.4 Characterizing the Cell’s FunctionalOrganization
We present a method to untangle the interlacing of biological functions in the cell’s functional space, which
enables us to map the functional layouts of various interaction data (illustrated in the right panel of Figure
1). Within a given omics dataset, we measure the proximity Pij of two functional groups (out of the 14 de-
scribed in Section 2.3), i and j, with the average of the omics functional similarity of their genes. The larger Pij,
the stronger the communication line between functions i and j. Also, for the fourteen GO-derived functional
groups described in Section 2.3 (listed in Figure 1), we construct a 14 × 14 matrix of average Resnik similar-
ities of GO annotations of genes belonging to the functional groups. Then, we cluster the matrix of pairwise
proximities of each of the 14 × 14 heat maps to reveal the patterns of communication lines between biological
functions in the omics data and in the GO-derived gold-standard of functional organization. Deciding which
clusteringmethod is best for a given data set with no a priori knowledge of what the answer should be is a hard
problem with no right or wrong answers. We chose hierarchical clustering (WPGMA [51]) as it yields groups
of inter-functional links in descending order of their communication strength, from strongest to weakest (the
heat map and dendrogram in Figure 1, right panel).
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3 Results andDiscussion
3.1 Agreements ofMolecular InteractionswithGO
First, we measure how the three molecular datasets relate to GO, using the ﬁtting strategy presented in Sec-
tion 2.2. The results, presented in Figure 2, show that the three interaction datasets only weakly correlate with
GO: COEX achieves the highest Pearson’s correlation coeﬀicient (0.355), followed by GI (0.106) and PPI (0.048),
with all correlations being statistically signiﬁcant, as measured by using the F-test (p-values ≤10−20). When
measuring the agreement with GO using Spearman’s correlation coeﬀicient, COEX achieves again the high-
est correlation (0.440), followed by PPI (0.199) and GI (0.170). Similar low correlations have been observed by
Sevilla et al. [46] and are expected because the data are both noisy and incomplete. These low agreements be-
tween molecular interaction similarities and functional similarities motivate us to study the separation of the
biological functions in the molecular interaction space.
Figure 2: Correlations with GO. Correlations between molecular interaction and semantic similarity based gene similari-
ties. COEX data (middle) best ﬁts to GO with Pearson’s correlation coeﬀicient (PCC) of 0.355, followed by GI data (right,
with PCC of 0.106) and PPI data (left, with PCC of 0.048). The heat maps are based on the number of gene pairs in the
corresponding region: yellow/green areas contain more gene pairs than blue areas; white areas contain no pairs.
3.2 FunctionalOrganization of the InteractionData
We measure the spatial separation of 14 biological functions in our molecular interaction datasets using the
ROC curve analysis detailed in Section “Measuring the Separation of Biological Functions”. AUCs detect some
functional separation, with AUC = 0.577 for COEX, AUC = 0.552 for PPI, and AUC = 0.535 for GI. While these
AUCs are statistically signiﬁcant according to Mann-Whitney U-test (p-values ≤10−20), the fact that they are
all close to 0.5 indicates a lack of functional separation in the interaction space of all three data sets (Figure 3).
This means that biological functions are interlaced in these omic data, and that the existing clustering methods
based solely on distances between genes cannot discern the cell’s functional organization. This interlacing of
the biological functions also suggests the presence of strong communication lines between the functions and
supports our approach to characterize the functional organization of the cell.
Figure 3: ROC curves indicate a weak separation of the 14 functional groups in GI, COEX and PPI data.
We generate the functional organization maps of the three omics dataset as detailed in Section 2.4 (illus-
trated in the right panel of Figure 1). The functional communication lines that we obtain in each omics data
have diﬀerently structured organization, as shown by diﬀerent clusters in the functional organization maps of
PPI, COEX and GI data (blue clusters in the ﬁrst three heat maps in Figure 4). We ﬁnd that the strongest func-
tional links in the COEX data are between Signalling/stress response, DNA replication repair/HR/cohesion
and Golgi/endosome/vacuole sorting, while GI data shows the strongest links between Cell polarity/mor-
phogenesis and Protein folding glycosylation/cell wall. In the PPI data, the strongest connections are between
Cell polarity/morphogenesis, Protein degradation/proteosome and Chromatin/transcription. All these are in
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agreement with known biology. For example, Protein degradation, through the ubiquitin pathway, plays im-
portant roles in a broad array of basic cellular processes, including cell diﬀerentiation and development [52].
Also, the proteosome directly regulates the structure and function of chromatin and chromatin regulatory pro-
teins, and inﬂuences gene transcription [53]. All these are highly complex, temporally controlled and tightly
regulated process, and these dynamic changes require rapid exchange of information, which explains why they
are best seen in the PPI network.
Figure 4: The ﬁt of the functional organization maps obtained from COEX, GI and PPI data to the reference model of
functional organization obtained from GO. Y-axis is the value of the Pearson’s correlation coeﬀicient between the func-
tional organization maps of the interaction data (x-axis) and GO. Above each box plot is the corresponding functional or-
ganization map. The correlations for the three data sets are (from left to right): 0.389 for PPI (p-value 4.02×10−5), 0.614 for
COEX (p-value 3.21×10−12) and 0.717 for GI (p-value 7.88×10−18). The last point on x-axis shows the ﬁt of the functional
organization map of the integrated model of the interaction data with the functional organization map of GO (0.752,
p-value≈2.19×10−20). The functions are numbered as in Figure 1.
Next, we create a functional organization map for GO, as described in Section 2.4. We compare each of the
FOMS of the three omics datasets (ﬁrst three panels in Figure 4)with the one of GOby Pearson’s correlation test.
The functional organization of GI data correlates best with that of GO, with Pearson’s correlation coeﬀicient
(PCC) of 0.717 (p-value ≈ 7.88 × 10−18), followed by that of COEX, which has PCC of 0.614 (p-value ≈ 3.21 ×
10−12), and then followed by that of PPI data, which has PCC of 0.389 (p-value ≈ 4.02 × 10−5) (bottom panel of
Figure 4).
3.3 Complementarity of Biological Data
To test weather combining multiple data sources produces a functional map of the yeast’s cell that is in higher
agreement with GO than those oﬀered by each data set individually, we propose an integration model that can
easily scale to accommodate an arbitrary number of input data types. It works by solving the multiple linear
regression, GO≈ α × PPI + β × COEX + γ ×GI, and ﬁnding (α, β, γ) coeﬀicients for the quadruplet of functional
organization maps derived from GO, PPI, COEX and GI data. This approach is useful as it allows for easy
inclusion or omission of data sets, enabling us to determine the exact contribution of individual data sources
and their combinations to the integrated model.
We ﬁnd that integrating the functional maps obtained from PPI, COEX andGI data results in themodel that
is in best functional agreement with GO, achieving the Pearson’s correlation coeﬀicient of 0.752 (and p-value
≈ 2.19 × 10−20), a 5 % increase over the highest-agreeing single data source (the FOM of this integrated model
is on the right of Figure 4). That is, the best model is obtained by using all molecular data, showing that each
dataset captures a complementary functional aspect of the cell. The integrated map is obtained as 9.3 × PPI +
2.4 × COEX + 30.5×GI, which means that GI and PPI data contribute the most.
In the integrated map, the strongest functional link is between Cell polarity/morphogenesis and Protein
folding glycosylation/cell wall, which are also strongly linked in the functional organization maps of GI and
of PPI, but not in the one of COEX, and between Nuclear-cytoplasmic transport and Ribosome/translation,
which are not linked in the FOMs of either of PPI, COEX and GI when considering them in isolation. This
is an example of new functional relations emerging from integration of omics data. These associations are
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biologicallymeaningful. For example, bi-directional traﬀic occurs between nucleus and cytosol through nuclear
pore complexes; many proteins that function in the nucleus (e.g. histones, DNA and RNA polymerases and
RNA-processing proteins) are made in the Ribosome (through translation of mRNAs) and are imported into
the nucleus from the cytosol. At the same time, tRNAs andmRNAs are synthesized in the nuclear compartment
and then exported to the cytosol [54].
3.4 Complementarity of theOmicsDatasets
As highlighted above, the threemolecular interaction datasets capture diﬀerent, but complementary functional
aspects of the cell. Here, we seek to better understand how the datasets diﬀer. A straightforward measure
of similarity between two interaction data sets is by measuring the number of genes and interactions they
have in common in their network representation. Using our three interaction datasets represented by their
corresponding networks, we ﬁnd that PPI and GI share only 1.79 % of interactions, while COEX shares 2.01 %
of interactions with PPI and 5.01 % of interactions with GI (Figure 5). The larger overlap between COEX and
GI interactions may explain the larger similarity of their functional organization maps (PCC ≈ 0.63, versus
PCC ≈ 0.34 between the FOMs of PPI and COEX, and PCC ≈ 0.48 between the FOMs of PPI and GI). As only
a portion of the interactions is shared between the data sets, this means that there is a unique informational
value within each data set, which explains why combining the datasets achieves a better functional agreement
with GO than any single data set alone (as also observed in previous studies [28], [29], [31], [35], [36] and in our
results described in Section 3.3).
Figure 5: Overlaps between molecular interaction datasets. While molecular interaction datasets share most of their genes
(nodes), most of the interactions (edges) are unique to each dataset.
4 ConcludingRemarks
We provide a simple method to untangle the functional space of the yeast cell captured by the three omics
datasets, protein-protein interactions, genetic interactions and co-expression data. We show that biological
functions are diﬀerently organized in each of these omics datasets with varying agreement with the cell’s func-
tional organization of GO. By combining the functional organization maps of the three datasets into a unifying
functional organization framework that we demonstrate is in higher agreement with GO than those of each of
the datasets in isolation, we demonstrate complementarity of the functional information carried in the three
omics datasets.
We use GO as the gold standard of the cell’s functional organization, although GO is continuously being
improved and re-evaluated. However, the methods that we introduce are generic and can be applied to any
descriptors of the cell’s functional organization (e.g. for studying how cancer related pathways communicates
with each other in healthy and cancer cells). Also, while our integration framework that elucidates the cell’s
cross-functional communication lines produces functional organization maps that are in high agreement with
the functional organization of GO (Figure 4), we are still in search of the model that can fully capture the func-
tional organization of the cell and explain the lines of inter-functional cross-communication at a ﬁner level of
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functional granularity. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate that it is possible to tackle these biological chal-
lenges evenwith currently available noisy and incomplete omics data and evenwith very simple computational
methods.
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